HeartStar’s Teaching about Healing & Creating
with Dorothy of Umbria, Italy
Glastonbury, England The Blue Moon of June 1, 2007

HeartStar communicated to Dorothy saying:
I am going to teach you about healing and creating on a molecular level. Using a
transporter in which things, bodies, etc. are broken down into molecular parts.
Beamed through space and brought back in wholeness.
If you want to create heaven on earth, positive thinking is absolutely essential. It
is with positive thoughts that we are able to manifest. We must be mindful of all
thoughts.
When something is desired/needed instead of thinking I need/desire a Ford car,
instead think of the molecular structure needed for transportation.
If it is health you desire, visualize the molecular structure of a healthy body or
organ or whatever it is that needs healing.
If someone comes to you with a headache and you endeavor to help them, by
focusing on the headache you get caught up in how, why, etc. Instead work on
the molecular level, a healthy holographic healing taking place.
Imagine it like a jigsaw that is not fitting correctly, we need to take it apart. Break
things down to the molecularly and then it will be ready to put back together so it
fits, works and is whole.
Then Dorothy asked, “What is darshan?”
HeartStar replied:
Darshan is the light energy vibration that saints and enlightened beings give to
others. She asked this because HeartStar was explaining this is the energy that
is coming into her now. It is a strong light that are like beams from her eyes. To
give pure light energy without intent, just pure light energy.
About time:
Time at a molecular level does not exist. So you can speed time up or slow it
down. This gives the ability to manifest embodiment.

